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TO:  BUMC Faculty  

FROM:  Andrew W. Taylor, Associate Dean for Research, BUSM 

DATE:  Nov. 18, 2021 

SUBJECT:  Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards 
 

OBJECTIVES: The Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program supports the research and 
teaching careers of talented young faculty in the chemical sciences. Based on institutional 
nominations, the program provides discretionary funding to faculty at an early stage in their careers. 
Criteria for selection include an independent body of scholarship attained in the early years of their 
appointment (see below), and a demonstrated commitment to education, signaling the promise of 
continuing outstanding contributions to both research and teaching. 
 
FUNDING INFORMATION: The Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award provides a $100,000 
unrestricted research grant. Of the total amount, $7,500 is for departmental expenses associated with 
research and education. Charges associated with indirect costs or institutional overhead are not 
allowed. Defrayal of academic-year salary is not permitted. Funds are normally expended over a 
period of five years. Foundation approval is not required for budgetary changes after an award is 
made. If the awardee leaves the institution, the transfer of the remaining funds requires prior 
Foundation approval. 
 
ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS: The Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards Program is open to 
academic institutions in the States, Districts, and Territories of the United States of America that grant 
a bachelor’s or higher degree in the chemical sciences, including biochemistry, materials chemistry, 
and chemical engineering. Nominees must hold a full-time tenure-track academic appointment, and 
are normally expected to have been appointed no earlier than mid-year 2016. Awardees are from 
Ph.D. granting departments in which scholarly research is a principal activity. Undergraduate 
education is an important component. Institutions may submit only one Camille Dreyfus nomination 
annually. Renominations are accepted.  
 
INTERNAL SELECTION PROCESS: BUMC Interested investigators should submit the following 
materials listed below via InfoReady Review by Friday, Dec. 6, 2021. If you are a BMC investigator 
and wish to apply for this opportunity, please contact Jennifer Fleming, Director of Foundation 
Relations and Government Grants at jennifer.fleming@bmc.org by Wednesday, Nov. 24, 2021. 
 

• Questions outlined in InfoReady Review application; 

• A letter of support from the appropriate department chair or dean; 

• A brief statement (up to 2 pages) about the nominee describing their scientific achievements 
and commitment to education/teaching; 

• Up-to-date CV or biosketch for the proposed nominee. 
  
A faculty committee drawn from both campuses will review internal proposals and select nominees. 
Foundation Relations will work with the nominees to develop and submit the institutional nomination 
letter and applicant materials by 2/2/2022 
  
Upon internal selection the following will be required for full nomination to the foundation: 

• The online nomination form  

https://www.dreyfus.org/camille-dreyfus-teacher-scholar/
https://bu.infoready4.com/
mailto:jennifer.fleming@bmc.org
https://bu.infoready4.com/


• A letter of nomination from an institutional representative highlighting the nominee’s 
achievements, and the basis for selection (limited to 2 pages) 

• A summary description of the nominee’s research accomplishments as an 
independent faculty member, and a description of research plans (limited to 5 pages, 
including references, at least one graphic is encouraged) 

• A statement intended to convince the reviewers of the nominee’s dedication to 
education in the chemical sciences (limited to 2 pages) 

• A CV (limited to 4 pages) including a list of publications in which independent 
contributions and undergraduate coauthors are clearly identified. Research support 
should be indicated 

• A budget (limited to 1 page) describing how award funds are anticipated to be used 
 
DEADLINES: Internal Materials: Friday, Dec. 6, 2021 ⃒Sponsor Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2022  
 
In requesting to be considered for this submission funding opportunity, you are making a 

commitment, if selected, to submit your proposal to the sponsor in a timely manner and to 

Sponsored Programs in accordance with the Proposal Submission Policy. 
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